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Nexus Notes 
      October 2013 

Friends, 

 A caller to a nationally syndicated radio show posed the following scenario and question to the host:  I am a 

single, financially successful man with no dependents.  I am on target to meet my retirement goals and I have no 

debt.  I volunteer at a non-profit and I really believe in their mission.  I would like to leave a gift to them should 

something happen to me.  I am considering buying a life insurance policy to fund this gift.  What do you think?    

Bias thwarts planning.  The host, as is sometimes his manner, jumped on the caller for considering 

purchasing life insurance for this purpose.  His acknowledgement of the caller’s financial situation led him to 

suggest that the caller should simply begin putting aside a certain amount of excess cashflow and designate 

the accumulated fund to the non-profit.   

 Goal met?  My first thought after hearing this recommendation was:  What if that gentleman goes and 

sets up an account for the express purpose of gifting it to the non-profit, then on his way to his volunteer job, 

gets hit by a bus and dies?  Did he really accomplish his goal?  If this caller follows the radio host’s 

recommendation, he could very well accumulate a large contribution to be left to the non-profit over several 

years.  However, the host essentially did the caller a disservice by not allowing for the ability to meet his goal 

should the caller suffer an unfortunate incident or health crisis that would cut his time on this earth short.   

 There are many tools and strategies that can be employed to meet financial goals.  In this case, 

considering a life insurance policy in the exact amount that the caller wanted to leave to the non-profit was 

not unreasonable.  The host’s bias against a specific planning tool may result in stripping someone’s 

satisfaction of helping someone else.  When you are reviewing your goals, make sure all strategies and tools 

are considered.  You may not end up knowing how everything turns out, but those who were blessed by your 

forethought will be forever grateful.           
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